
Statistics Project for Economics 261 

a. Objective 
 
          The project requires you to analyze data in a subject which is of some interest to you. Your task is to 
determine if the data support or deny conventional wisdom or what you currently believe to be true. You 
are welcome to use the computer program, Minitab, The graphic calculator or use the techniques discussed 
in class. The results of your adventure should be type written on 8.5 X 11 paper and include all relevant 
data, graphs, tables and most importantly written text. Follow the outline suggested below: 

 

b. Description or Synopsis 

         Describe your data and include the type of element, characteristics of interest and most importantly a 
clear and concise statement of the purpose of your analysis.  In particular, explain exactly how you 
collected the data and what you intend to do with the results. Be sure to discuss the value of the appropriate 
parameter in your selected population. Review your approach including what techniques you will use and 
what the implications will be for all possible decisions you might make after completing the analysis. 

 

c. Analysis 

         Your analysis should include a short paragraph explaining the tables, charts and/or graphs in each of 
the two basic gameplans covered in class:  

A. STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

B. SAMPLING DISTRIBUTION 

C. STATISTIC SELECTED 

D. PROBABILITIES OR EXPECTATIONS 

E. DESCRIPTION OF DATA          i.  Population identification 

                                                          ii. Measure of elements 

                                                         iii. Data table  

                                                         iv. Graphs 

                                                          v. Statistical computations 
 
 
d. Conclusions 
 
         After you have completed the analysis including the comparison of the actual event (eg: the sample 
statistic) and the expected value be sure to include a closing paragraph on the value of the population 
parameter under study. You should fully discuss the meaning and relevance of your results. Tell me what 
you have learned in the process. You may use the reporter’s guideline of the “five W’s” (ie: Who, What, 
Why, When and Where). You could choose to refute the author’s conclusions, for example, if you have 
chosen a dataset from a case study in the text. Whatever you chose to do be sure to include a type-written 
paragraph of the meaning of the numbers to you … even if it doesn’t make any sense! 
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